John Fought and Tom Lehman at DC Ranch.

Lehman renovation close to home

By DEREK RICE

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. — PGA Tour golfer Tom Lehman's latest project as an architect hits close to home. Lehman's firm, John Fought-Tom Lehman Golf Course Architecture, is renovating DC Ranch, where Lehman lives off the 10th green.

While Lehman admitted that the firm's hiring probably had much to do with having familiarity with the course played a big part in the decision. "I've played the course so many times, I have a really good idea of what its strengths and weaknesses are," Lehman said. "The owner would like the course to be a little stronger, and it's really fun for me to be a part of making it that way."

The renovation at the course, which opened in 1997, is being performed by Lehman renovation close to home. It centers on the course's greens and bunkers. Lehman said the greens "really were not functioning well" and were in poor condition most of the time. The bunkers, he said, were nearly invisible because the tall, wispy prairie grass that had been planted to mark them had to be removed.

"It's both good and bad," Lehman said. "I'm thrilled in the fact that the course is so new and it's a shame to have to redo them so quickly, but it's also a really good idea of what there were some things that weren't working and will be better in the future."

"It had nothing to do with previous architecture," Lehman added. "It was strictly a function of the greens failing for whatever reason."

Continued on page 19

Long-delayed course set to open

By DOUG SAUNDERS

FOLSOM, Calif. — Empire Ranch Golf Club, the most recent entry into the public golf market in California opened in May after seven years under renovation, according to the course's general manager, is the retagging of sprinkler heads were the things they said would enhance the course played a big part in the decision. "I've played the course so many times, I have a really good idea of what its strengths and weaknesses are," Lehman said. "The owner would like the course to be a little stronger, and it's really fun for me to be a part of making it that way."

The renovation at the course, which opened in 1997, is being performed by Lehman renovation close to home. It centers on the course's greens and bunkers. Lehman said the greens "really were not functioning well" and were in poor condition most of the time. The bunkers, he said, were nearly invisible because the tall, wispy prairie grass that had been planted to mark them had to be removed.

"It's both good and bad," Lehman said. "I'm thrilled in the fact that the course is so new and it's a shame to have to redo them so quickly, but it's also a really good idea of what there were some things that weren't working and will be better in the future."

"It had nothing to do with previous architecture," Lehman added. "It was strictly a function of the greens failing for whatever reason."

Continued on page 19

Stoneleigh completes improvements

By DEREK RICE

LOUDON COUNTY, Va. — Stoneleigh Golf Club has completed most of the $1 million capital-enhancement program it added 13 new sand bunkers, constructed new tee boxes, added a four million-gallon pond that stores water for irrigation and expanding the irrigation system to the practice facility landing area and several areas in the rough on the course.

Stoneleigh sought the improvements after polling its members on their desires for the club, said Joe Goodrich, vice president of Viena, Va.-based Billy Casper Golf Management, which has managed the facility since it opened 11 years ago.

"We surveyed the members, and these were the things they said would enhance the course played a big part in the decision. "I've played the course so many times, I have a really good idea of what its strengths and weaknesses are," Lehman said. "The owner would like the course to be a little stronger, and it's really fun for me to be a part of making it that way."

The renovation at the course, which opened in 1997, is being performed by Lehman renovation close to home. It centers on the course's greens and bunkers. Lehman said the greens "really were not functioning well" and were in poor condition most of the time. The bunkers, he said, were nearly invisible because the tall, wispy prairie grass that had been planted to mark them had to be removed.

"It's both good and bad," Lehman said. "I'm thrilled in the fact that the course is so new and it's a shame to have to redo them so quickly, but it's also a really good idea of what there were some things that weren't working and will be better in the future."

"It had nothing to do with previous architecture," Lehman added. "It was strictly a function of the greens failing for whatever reason."

Continued on page 17

ACE brings corporate golf to Philly

By DEREK RICE

LAFAYETTE HILL, Pa. — As more and more corporations look for ways to set themselves apart from their competitors and market themselves uniquely, many are turning to corporate-oriented golf courses as a means to accomplish those goals.

One of those corporations is ACE INA Holdings Inc., a Philadelphia-based insurer, which is currently developing The ACE Club, a Gary Player-designed course to serve as marketing tool. It had nothing to do with previous architecture," Lehman added. "It was strictly a function of the greens failing for whatever reason."

Continued on page 20

Pellucid hopes to challenge rounds numbers

By DEREK RICE

BUFFALO GROVE, Ill. — The traditional way of looking at golf rounds numbers, which are put out by the National Golf Foundation, Golf Datatech and others, doesn’t tell the real story, according to Jim Koppenhaver, Pellucid Corp., because grouping metropolitan areas by geography ignores many important factors. The result, he said, is that no one knows for certain how many rounds of golf are played in the United States.

"It fascinates me that we work in a golf industry where no one can tell you how many rounds were played last year. That's bizarre, and we're going to try to fix that," Koppenhaver said.

Koppenhaver said the major fallacy is to group metropolitan areas like San Antonio, Texas, the proposed home of a PGA Village that has caused controversy in that city (see page 1), by geography, rather than economic factors.

"If you use the Texas numbers for San Antonio, you get this humongous rounds potential number," he said. "But what we know about San Antonio doesn't seem to suggest that it should be a raging market for golf courses."

Another issue Koppenhaver has with the NGF's numbers is that they are based on consumer survey responses, which he said he has shown to be traditionally 15 percent to 20 percent too high.

What Pellucid does is group cities into metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs), which are based not on geography but on rounds per household.

"What we found is that there are MSAs..."
Fought-Lehman
Continued from page 14

DMB Golf, which developed and owns the club and surrounding community, recently opened a second course not too far from DC Ranch. Lehman said one of the motivations to improve DC Ranch was to prevent DMB's two properties from competing with one another. The company realized that in its current state, the course would run a distant second to the new property, Lehman said.

"If you want to be able to compete with the other clubs in the area, you have to have greens that are going to be as good, as firm and as fast as possible," he said.

Because of his touring schedule, Lehman said this project, as well as the firm's other projects — three in Arizona, one in California and two in Minnesota — are convenient for him.

"Having these projects at home is extremely convenient because I can spend three or four hours a day making sure the bunkers are being done right and I can spend the afternoon practicing," Lehman said. "The other projects work out well because I usually visit them either when I'm leaving to go to a tournament or I'm coming from a tournament. So I'm visiting those places either once a week or once every two weeks."

Lehman said he prides himself on being very involved in each project the firm takes on, which is one reason he and Fought have limited the number of their projects.

"This isn't a hobby or something I do in my spare time, this is my second career. I've been extremely involved in every project that we have done," Lehman said. "We don't do many, only enough where I feel I can continue to work on my game the way I want to."

Lehman said he got into architecture because it was something that interested him, and that the thrill he gets from watching his conceptualizations become reality matches that of sinking a long putt.

"I just love watching a guy get in a 'dozer and shape a bunker," he said. "I could sit there all day long watching them build a big bunker."

Lehman said his firm brings a unique perspective because both have been professional golfers and architects, with Fought bringing a deep knowledge of architecture as well.

"He's very skilled and proficient not only in playing but in design," Lehman said. "We have somebody in our office who understands completely all the phases of design and all the nuts and bolts, yet is a great player. That's such a nice blend, and I think that's the strength our office offers."

Establishing long-range priorities
Continued from page 16

funding requirements. This tricky phase can sometimes sink a project, so be cautious to use conservative numbers that can be justified with realistic quotations. Setting up bid specifications that will provide the best turf in a short timeframe is essential to a renovation project. With all the basics in place, the task of selling the membership on protecting their "investment" became the main focus of the golf course management team and the greens committee.

We chose to initiate small focus group gatherings and added another series of small general membership meetings to explain the entire process, because technical questions about turfgrasses and soil mixes cannot be absorbed by most golfers in a quick newsletter or memorandum. The ultimate communication phase of the program began with the smaller meetings which allowed members to ask intelligent questions in an informal setting. We were able to personally address the questions and concerns of approximately 20 percent of the membership during this year-long "marketing" phase.

In the next issue of Golf Course News, we will focus on some of the bumps in the road we encountered and how the bidding process became the final sales tool.

Landscape architecture by Toscanini.
Ornamentals by Monrovia.
Turf by Confront.